Micro GPS Locator Tracker
Code: 1005204
Price: £99.95 incl. VAT
Date: 26/05/2020
VAT Relief Eligible: No
Delivery: £3.95 incl. VAT per order

The Micro GPS Locator Tracker with Fall Sensor is tiny compared to most GPS location trackers and had a large
range of useful features.
GPS location is accurate to within 15m and will also provide location details from within a building
The compact stylish design will appeal to all ages, especially with the fabulous colour choices available
The Smartphone APP allows all settings to be maintained remotely
No subscription, monitoring or web tracking fees
Compact and light; 38mm x 38mm x 12mm and weighing only 24g (including battery)

Wrist Straps
All Micro GPS trackers are supplied with a wrist strap, as follows;
White wrist strap with blue/pink locators
Black wrist strap with black locator
For more information on the wrist straps please view the Wrist Strap for Micro GPS Tracker product page.

SmartPhone App
Control many settings and functions of the GPS sensor remotely using an app on your smartphone.
Compatible with iOS (Apple) and Android
Switch the fall sensor on/off, manage emergency contacts, set geo-fencing, and location interval updates
View precise location of the tracker with integrated Google Maps
Set remote alarm reminders
Journey history review
Monitor battery level
Low SIM credit warning

Suitability & Uses
The Micro GPS Locator Tracker with Fall Sensor is suitable for a whole range of individuals and situations;
Walking (wandering) and fall detection with GPS location for people with dementia or Alzheimer's
People with special needs
Lone worker protection
Protection for Children, at school, on school trips or when playing outside
Asset tracking for luggage, golf clubs, cycles, mobility scooters etc

GPS Location
GPS is the most accurate form of locating someone when outdoors and is very reliable.
GPS location accurate to 15 Metres
Indoor location tracking via Wi-Fi detection
Link to home WiFi for leaving home alert (optional, not needed for other locator functions)

Geo-Fencing
Geo-Fencing involves creating virtual areas on a map for monitoring purposes, like your home or the park
Remote setup of Geo-fence via APP (no need to enter coordinates)
Wander detection alarm when leaving the home

Fall Detection
Fall detection sensors
Fall activation warning with cancel button to prevent false alarms

Emergency SOS
SOS contact button – sends location text to emergency contact list and/or voice call
Store up to 5 emergency contact numbers

Call the GPS Locator
Two-way voice call to GPS locator can be initiated by calling the SIM card number (just like a normal phone)
Call can be answered by holding the button on GPS locator
Auto-Answer setting allows you to set the locator so that it will always answer incoming calls
Worried about who can call the locator? Activate Anti-Harassment mode and only the 5 numbers that are listed
in SOS mode (see above) can call the locator

Battery & SIM Card
Up to 72-hour battery standby
Requires Micro SIM card (not included)
Tested on all major mobile networks ("Three" network is not recommended)

Other Features
Two-way mobile voice calling
Caller “White List” to prevent annoyance calls or to limit who can contact the device
Talking clock function – press button for speaking clock
Attach to keys, wear with lanyard (included) or slip in a bag/pocket

GPS Locators & Pacemakers
Please be aware that if you;
Intend to use a GPS locator with a lanyard worn around the neck AND
The person who will be wearing the GPS locator has a pacemaker
There could be interference between the GPS locator and the pacemaker. Many GPS locators are now designed so
they interfere with devices such as pacemakers as little as possible and there should be no issues, however we
strongly recommend speaking to your GP or doctor for qualified medical advice.

Example Running Costs
As mobile data must be used by the device to transmit information, there will be ongoing costs incured when using
any GPS locator product.
Under test conditions and using a 'Pay as you go' SIM card, the Micro GPS locator used £10 worth of credit over a 6
week period. Over the 6 week period the following tests/requests were done;
Tracking every minute over the six week period
Tested the FALL alarm at least 10 times
Pressing the SOS button at least 15 times
Dialled 10 calls lasting 2 to 3 minutes each
Received 5 calls lasting 2 to 3 minutes each
Please note: the price and examples above are for information purposes as the price paid will depend on a number of
factors and could vary.

Water & Dust Resistant
Splash proof to IP57
Not recommended for use in the shower

Additional Images

Options Available
IMAGE

SKU

OPTIONS

PRICE (INCL. VAT)

1005204

Colour :
Black

£99.95

1005206

Colour :
Pink

£99.95

How to Order
Orders can be placed securely online at AlzProducts.co.uk - or over the phone with our UK sales team.
Call 024 7642 2224 to place your order or for further information. This product's order code is 1005204.

